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1.0 INTRODUCTION

By letter dated February I,1993, as supplemented on August 26, 1993, Oregon
State University (OSU or licensee) submitted a request for amendment to the
Appendix A Technical Specifications (TS) for the OSU TRIGA Reactor (OSTR).
The requested change would limit mixed cores to contain no less than 80 fuel
lifetime improvement program (FLIP) type fuel elements. This would allow FLIP
only cores to contain less than 80 elements.

2.0 EVALUATION

OSU has requested a change to TS 5.2.b. TS 5.2.b requires that operational
cores which include FLIP fuel elements contain no less than 80 FLIP elements.
The OSTR can be operated with cores that are a mixture of FLIP and standard
fuel elements. The requested change would make this restriction applicable to
only operational mixed cores. The requested change would therefore allow pure
FLIP cores to be less than 80 elements. OSU has requested this change to the
TS to allow testing to determine the minimum operational FLIP core size. This
information is needed to support the development of an application to convert
the OSTR from high enriched to low enriched uranium fuel.

This limitation of a minimum of 80 FLIP elements was placed in the TS by
Amendment No. 4 issued on December 18, 1979. TS 3.4 concerning core
configuration limitations was also changed by Amendment No. 4 but the
applicability of the specification is to mixed cores. OSU believes that like
TS 3.4, TS 5.2.b was not intended to limit the operation of pure FLIP cores
but TS 5.2.b was not concisely worded and inadvertently applies to any core
containing FLIP fuel. Section 5 of the TS is for design specifications while
Section 3 is limiting conditions of operation.

The reason for Amendment No. 4 was to ensure that mixed cores of FLIP and
standard fuel elements behave essentially as a full FLIP core when in

,

operation. This change was requested to allow an increase in certain mixed
-

!core reactivity limits to FLIP core levels. This was accomplished by limiting
the minimum number of FLIP elements that could be in an operational core. The
safety analysis for Amendment No. 4 raised no questions as to the safety of

,

operating a pure FLIP core.
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Amendment No. 4 to the OSU safety analysis report (SAR) dated April 1975,
analyzed a number of core configurations including full 85 element FLIP cores
showing that the cores could be safely operated at 1 MW. Amendment No. 12 to
the license dated February 25, 1991, authorized operation of FLIP cores at .

power levels up to 1.1 MW. OSU estimates that a FLIP core of 62 elements
could reach criticality and that 75 FLIP elements would be the minimum
elements required to achieve the facility maximum licensed power level of

*

1.1 MW.

OSU analyzed the operation of 62 element and 75 element FLIP cores at 1.1 MW.
Because it is impossible for a 62 element FLIP core to reach 1.1 MW the

'

62 element core analysis is extremely conservative.

The maintenance of the integrity of the fuel cladding, the primary barrier
against fission product release, is important for the safe operation of
the reactor. The primary mechanism for a loss of cladding integrity in ,

high-hydride stainless steel clad TRIGA fuel is the excessive pressure that
could be generated from the dissociation of the hydrogen and zirconium in the
fuel matrix. The magnitude of the pressure is a function of the fuel
temperature and the fuel hydrogen to zirconium ratio. The temperature of the
fuel during steady state operation is dependent upon the heat transfer
characteristics of the fuel and coolant. The licensee calculates that the
maximum power per element for the 1.1 MW 62 element hypothetical core would
be 23.69 kW and for a 75 element core 22.15 kW. Element power densities of
32 kW per element (General Atomics Torrey Pines TRIGA Mark III) have been
found acceptable and shown not to result in damage to the fuel cladding.

Studies of accident scenarios involving a loss of coolant have shown that
infinite operations at a power level of 25 kW per element for FLIP fuel will
result in fuel element temperatures of less than 938 *C when air is used to
cool the elements. It has been shown that no cladding damage occurs at these
temperatures. This conclusion remains valid for the analyzed cores.

The design basis accident in the OSTR is the loss of fuel clad integrity for
one fuel element with simultaneous loss of pool water, which results in an
airborne release of fission products. The calculation of the source term in
the OSTR analysis assumed a power level of 24 kW per element. Because the
power level per element continues to be within this accepted limit, the
evaluation remains valid.

.

Because the prompt negative reactivity feedback mechanism increases with
'

higher fuel temperature, smaller cores which would have higher initial fuel
temperatures will result in smaller pulses if an accidental addition of
reactivity would occur. The operational core considered here (75 element
core) has no excess reactivity available at power. TRIGA reactors are
designed to be operated in a pulsing mode. Therefore, this accident continues
to be within acceptable limits.
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Cooling the reactor during operation is not a concern. TRIGA reactors are
currently licensed to operate at power levels of up to 1.5 MW using natural
convection cooling. The technical specification limits on bulk coolant
temperature of 120 *F would not be changed.

The staff has reviewed the OSU submittal and the operational experience of
other TRIGA reactors and concludes that operation of the OSTR with FLIP cores
of less than 80 elements is acceptable.

3.0 ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATION

This amendment involves changes in the installation or use of facility
components located within the restricted area as defined in 10 CFR Part 20.
The staff has determined that the amendment involves no significant increase
in the amounts, and no significant change in the types, of any effluents that
may be released offsite, and there is no significant increase in individual
or cumulative occupational radiation exposure. Accordingly, this amendment
meets the eligibility criteria for categorical exclusion set forth in
10 CFR 51.22(c)(9). Pursuant to 10 CFR 51.22(b), no environmental impact
statement or environmental assessment need be prepared in connection with the
issuance of this amendment.

4.0 CONCLUSION

The staff has concluded, based on the considerations discussed above, that:
(1) because the amendment does not involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of accidents previously evaluated, or create
the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident
previously evaluated, and does not involve a significant reduction in a margin
of safety, the amendment does not involve a significant hazards consideration,
(2) there is reasonable assurance that the health and safety of the public
will not be endangered by the proposed activities, and (3) such activities
will be conducted in compliance with the Commission regulations and the
issuance of this amendment will not be inimical to the common defense and
security or the health and safety of the public.

Principal Contributor: Alexander Adams, Jr.

Date: February 3, 1994 -
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